Segmental analysis of stress thallium myocardial emission tomography for localization of coronary artery disease.
The value of stress thallium 201 myocardial emission computed tomography (ECT) in the assessment of coronary artery disease (CAD) was analyzed in 75 patients admitted for coronary arteriography. The ECT provided contiguous transaxial, short-axis, and long-axis sections of the myocardium and the myocardial images were divided into nine segments. The sensitivity and specificity in the diagnosis of CAD were 95% and 93%, respectively. Using selected segments, the ECT identified 97 of 111 (83%) major vessels involved: 89% for right coronary artery (RCA), 88% for left anterior descending (LAD), and 70% for left circumflex (LCx). Among the 75 cases, 35 underwent stress conventional planar imaging within 3 months. The planar imaging provided high sensitivity (90%) and specificity (100%) for the detection of CAD patients as well, but it showed lower sensitivity (57%, P less than 0.001) in identifying individual vessels involved: 55% for RCA (P less than 0.01), 70% for LAD, and 36% for LCx (P less than 0.05). Stress ECT detected vessel involvement more in two-vessel disease (85%) and three-vessel disease (78%) than the planar imaging (50%: P less than 0.05 and 44%: P less than 0.01, respectively). Thus, segmental analysis of stress ECT yielded as high sensitivity and specificity in the diagnosis of CAD as the planar imaging. This can improve sensitivity in identifying individual vessels involved in deep myocardial regions, especially in those with multivessel disease.